
Healthy Pantry Makeover Inspires Healthy Community
St. Hugh’s Roman Catholic Church, Huntington Station

For nearly 5 years, ESNY Nutritionists have been 
interacting at the St. Hugh of Lincoln Roman Catholic 
Church Food Pantry, sharing tips on healthy food choices 
that are lower in sodium, sugar and fat and conducting 
lessons on MyPlate. After meeting with Pastor Bob in 
2017, ESNY received approval from the Parish Council to 
begin offering our programs to their members in an effort 
to broaden our reach. “Making connections and building 
trust within the congregation was my biggest challenge” 
stated Anthony Garcia, ESNY Bilingual Nutritionist. It 
would take yet another several months before our first 
nutrition class would be conducted. 
In April 2018, ESNY Nutritionists participated in 
a breakfast gathering of the Spanish congregation, 
presenting a lesson on fruits and vegetables. Nearly 70 
participants enjoyed tasting the Confetti Bean Salsa recipe 
while learning how easy and inexpensive this recipe 
was to make. As a result of this networking, the group 
leader of “Grupo di Familia”, Maria Rosales, welcomed 
our bilingual nutritionist to present nutrition lessons 
bimonthly to this group. The first lesson was focused on 
sugar and sodium and was very well received by both 
adults and children. The class was very interactive, having 
participants measure out the amounts of sugar present 
in a variety of beverages. Many were amazed to see how 
much sugar was in their favorite beverages and vowed to 

“It’s really good to have someone to guide us and 
teach us how to be healthy” 

(food pantry participant)

try to drink them less often, switching to water instead. 
A healthy pumpkin bread recipe was shared and food 
tasting followed.
Over the course of 2 years, the food pantry struggled to 
have a permanent director. This spring, Jimmy Calero, 
came on board as the new food pantry director. Anthony 
coordinated a meeting to discuss ideas for enhancing 
their client choice pantry. Anthony was honored to 
be given the responsibility to make these changes that 
were centered around the MyPlate food groups. Jimmy 
decided to give ESNY their own office in which to meet 
with participants about their nutrition needs. In the past, 
ESNY nutritionists were only permitted to meet in the 
hallway. In July, the pantry received a “makeover” to not 
only organize the pantry, but to install laminated nutrition 
cards to help participants make lower sodium, higher 

Challenges:
• Church calendar is very active especially during 

holy holiday months, making it difficult to fit our 
programs in more frequently

• Building trust takes time in order to grow program 
opportunities

• Limited space for educator to set up nutrition display
• Developing rapport with new pantry manager
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fiber selections. Healthy messaging posters were also hung 
to encourage eating more fruits, vegetables and whole 
grains. Jimmy was very impressed with the final outcome 
of our efforts and having a pantry that was clean and 
organized. Two weeks later, we learned that the pantry 
passed inspection from Island Harvest Food Bank and 
they now wanted to use St. Hugh as an example for other 
pantries to follow.
When Anthony went back to the pantry in September to 
share a nutrition lesson, healthy recipe and food tasting, 
he was excited to see the impact his efforts had made. He 
observed participants looking at food labels and reading 
the food cards posted on the shelves to make their choices. 
One participant stated “the community is so blessed to 
have you looking after the well-being of the community. 
Sometimes we want to change the way we eat, but don’t 
know how.”  Anthony also heard positive feedback from 
staff and volunteers.
In the coming weeks, Anthony anticipates teaching the 
participants how to cook with frozen turkey cutlets and 
sharing additional healthy recipes. Additionally, steps are 
being taken for the pantry director to obtain less sugary 
drinks and more water donations utilizing another grant.

St. Hugh Food Pantry Display.

Next Steps: 
• Share “Most Wanted Pantry Items” flyer with Pastor 

and congregation to foster healthier availability of 
choices

• Install plexi-glass table top stand for display of 10 
tips flyers and recipes  

• Pantry volunteers will suggest to participants to 
meet with the ESNY nutritionist during their 
pantry visit for healthy tips and answering of 
questions

• Focus to encourage increasing physical activity 
through walking club kick off with walking map 
and display of “While You Wait” stretching and 
exercise poster in waiting area

• Pantry director plans to focus on purchasing more 
healthy options when time to re-stock pantry 
shelves as a result of ESNY nutritionist presence

Anthony with pantry participants.


